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ABSTRACT

Language learners often use subtitled videos to help them learn. However, standard subtitles are geared more towards comprehension than vocabulary learning, as translations are nonliteral and are provided only for phrases, not vocabulary. This paper presents Smart Subtitles, which are interactive subtitles tailored towards vocabulary learning. Smart Subtitles can be automatically generated from common video sources such as subtitled DVDs. They provide features such as vocabulary definitions on hover, and dialog-based video navigation. In our pilot study with intermediate learners studying Chinese, participants correctly defined over twice as many new words in a post-viewing vocabulary test when they used Smart Subtitles, compared to dual Chinese-English subtitles. Learners spent the same amount of time watching clips with each tool, and enjoyed viewing videos with Smart Subtitles as much as with dual subtitles. Learners understood videos equally well using either tool, as indicated by self-assessments and independent evaluations of their summaries.
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INTRODUCTION

Students studying foreign languages often wish to enjoy authentic foreign-language video content. For example, many students cite a desire to be able to watch anime in its original form as their motivation for starting to study Japanese [9]. However, standard presentations of videos do not provide good support for language learners. For example, if a learner were watching anime, and did not recognize a word in the dialog, the learner would normally have to listen carefully to the word, pause the video, and look the word up in a dictionary. This is a time-consuming process which detracts from the enjoyability of watching the content. Alternatively, learners could simply watch a version that is dubbed, or a version with subtitles in their native language to enjoy the content. However, they might not learn the foreign language effectively this way.

There are other ways to show language learners videos to help them learn, such as dual subtitles, which simultaneously display subtitles in both the viewer’s native language and the language of the video. However, we believe we can do even better at teaching vocabulary than dual subtitles by introducing interactive features into the video player to support common language learning tasks.

This paper presents Smart Subtitles, an interactive, web-based foreign-language video viewing tool that aims to maximize vocabulary learning while ensuring that the learner fully understands the video and enjoys watching it.

Smart Subtitles includes features to help learners learn vocabulary and navigate videos. It prominently displays a transcript of the foreign-language dialog, to focus learners’ attention on the foreign language. Learners can view definitions for words in the video by hovering over them. Learners can review the current and previous lines of dialog by clicking on them to replay the video. If word-level translations are not enough for learners to understand the current line of dialog, they can click a button to show a full translation.
Smart Subtitles can be automatically generated from a number of video sources, such as DVDs. It also includes a novel algorithm for extracting subtitles from hard-subtitled videos, where the subtitle is part of the video stream. The Smart Subtitles system currently supports videos in Chinese, Japanese, French, German, and Spanish, and can be extended to other languages for which bilingual dictionaries are available.

We ran a within-subjects user study with 8 intermediate Chinese learners to compare Smart Subtitles against dual subtitles in their effectiveness in teaching vocabulary. After viewing a 5-minute video with one of the tools, participants took a vocabulary quiz, wrote a summary of the video clip, and filled out a questionnaire. They then repeated this procedure on another clip, with the other tool.

We found that learners correctly defined over twice as many new vocabulary words when they viewed clips using Smart Subtitles, compared to dual subtitles. However, as the vocabulary quiz was administered immediately after viewing, this only tested short-term vocabulary retention. The amount of time learners spent viewing the videos was the same in both conditions. Users enjoyed using Smart Subtitles to view videos, and rated it significantly easier to learn vocabulary with the Smart Subtitles interface. Their comprehension of the videos was equally high in both conditions, as indicated by both self-assessments as well as expert ratings of the quality of their video summaries. Users used the vocabulary-hover feature extensively, and viewed dialog-level translations for only a third of the lines, suggesting that word-level translations are often sufficient for intermediate-level learners to comprehend the video.

The main contributions of this paper are:

- An interactive video viewer with features to help language learners learn vocabulary and navigate videos.
- A system for extracting subtitles from various sources, including hard-subtitled video where the subtitles are baked into the video stream.
- A system to automatically annotate subtitles with word definitions and romanizations to display to language learners.
- A pilot study that suggests that Smart Subtitles improves intermediate-level learners’ short-term vocabulary learning relative to dual subtitles, with no changes in viewing times, enjoyment, or comprehension.

RELATED WORK

Video has several advantages as a medium for language learning. By presenting vocabulary in the context of a natural dialog, as opposed to isolated drills, video promotes contextualized learning, helping learners understand how vocabulary is actually used in the language [22]. In classroom contexts, students are sometimes given advance organizers, supplemental materials explaining vocabulary and concepts that appear in the video, which help combine the benefits of drill-based learning with the context provided by videos [11].

Videos in foreign languages have been adapted for foreign viewers and language learners in many ways. These are summarized in Figure 2 and are described in more detail below.

Presenting Videos to Foreign Viewers

One approach used to adapt videos for viewers who do not understand the original language is dubbing. Here, the original foreign-language voice track is replaced with a voice track in the viewer’s native language. Because the foreign language is no longer present in the dubbed version, dubbed videos are ineffective for foreign language learning [13].

Another approach is to provide subtitles with the video. Here, the foreign-language audio is retained as-is, and the native-language translation is provided in textual format, generally as a line presented at the bottom of the screen. Thus, the learner will hear the foreign language, but will not see its written form.

Subtitles have been extensively studied in the context of language learning, with mixed results. Some studies have found...
them to be beneficial for vocabulary acquisition, compared to watching videos without them [6]. That said, other studies have found them to provide little benefit to language learners in learning vocabulary [5]. Additionally, the presence of subtitles are considered to detract attention from the foreign-language audio and pronunciation [19]. These mixed results on the effects of subtitles on language learning suggest that their effectiveness depends on factors such as learners’ experience levels [2].

Presenting Videos to Language Learners
In addition to subtitles, there exist other techniques to aid language learning while watching videos, described below.

With a transcript, also known as a caption, the video is shown along with the text in the language of the audio, which in this case is the foreign language. Transcripts are generally used to assist hearing-impaired viewers. However, they can also be beneficial to language learners for comprehension, particularly if they have better reading ability than listening comprehension ability [6]. However, for learners with only basic reading abilities, using only a transcript can lead to decreased comprehension compared to subtitles [2].

With reverse subtitles [5], the video has an audio track and a single subtitle, just as with regular subtitles. However, in reverse subtitles, the audio is in the native language, and the subtitle shows the foreign language. This takes advantage of the fact that subtitle reading is a semi-automatic behavior [8], meaning that the presence of text on the screen tends to attract people’s eyes to it, causing them to read it. Therefore, this should attract attention to the foreign-language text. The presentation of the foreign language in written form may also be helpful to learners whose reading comprehension ability is higher than their listening comprehension ability. That said, because the foreign language is presented only in written form, the learner may not end up learning pronunciations, especially with languages using non-phonetic writing systems such as Chinese.

With dual subtitles, the audio track for the video is kept as the original, foreign language. Dual subtitles simultaneously display a subtitle in the viewer’s native language, and a transcript in the original language. This way, a learner can both read and hear the dialog in the foreign language, and still have a translation available. Thus, of these options, dual subtitles provide the most information to the learner. Dual subtitles have been found to be at least as effective for vocabulary acquisition as either subtitles or captions alone [20]. However, in our own interviews with Chinese language learners who regularly viewed Chinese movies with dual subtitles, they stated they generally read the English subtitles first to comprehend the video and often did not have time to read the Chinese subtitles. This suggests that dual subtitles may not be sufficiently directing the user’s attention towards the foreign language.

GliFlix [21] is a variant on conventional native-language subtitles which adds translations to the foreign language for the most common words that appear in the dialog. For example, for a French dialog, instead of “This is a line of dialog”, GliFlix would show “This is (est) a line of dialog”, showing that is in French is est. In user studies with learners beginning to study French, they attain larger rates of vocabulary acquisition compared to regular subtitles, but not dual subtitles. Compared to dual subtitles, GliFlix has the disadvantage that it shows only the most common vocabulary words in a dialog, so learners may not learn all the vocabulary in the video. Additionally, because GliFlix presents the foreign vocabulary in the order of the viewer’s native language, it is likely less beneficial than dual subtitles for other language-learning tasks such as learning pronunciation and grammar.

SMART SUBTITLES INTERFACE
We developed a video viewing tool, Smart Subtitles, which provides language learners with interactive features to help them learn vocabulary. Smart Subtitles supports features for learning vocabulary and navigating dialogs, which are shown in Figure 3 and will be discussed in this section. Smart Subtitles can be used by English speakers to view videos in Chinese, Japanese, French, German, and Spanish.

Smart Subtitles is an interactive web application that runs in the user’s browser. The user simply provides it with a video and a caption, from either a streaming service or from the local filesystem, and the interactive video player will start once it finishes automatically generating annotations.

Exploratory Interviews
We designed our interface based on informal interviews with 6 students enrolled in foreign language classes who self-reported that they often watched subtitled videos outside class. We asked them what aids they used while watching videos, what they did when they encountered new words, and what potential features they might find useful for learning.

Interviewees reported that they rarely looked up words when watching videos, but thought they would do so more if it were easier to do. Many also indicated that they wanted easier ways to review parts of the video dialog that they didn’t understand. Our features for vocabulary learning and navigation were designed to address these needs.

Vocabulary Learning Features
To reduce the effort required for vocabulary lookups, our interface allows the user to hover over words in the dialog to show their definitions, as shown in Figure 3.

Sometimes, word-level translations are not enough for the learner to comprehend the current line of dialog. To address these cases, Smart Subtitles includes a button that shows learners a translation for the currently displayed line of dialog when pressed, as shown in Figure 3.

Because poor ability to read Chinese characters can limit the usefulness of Chinese and Japanese captions, the interface shows learners how to pronounce Chinese characters. For Chinese, it shows pinyin, the standard romanization system for Chinese. For Japanese, it shows hiragana, the Japanese phonetic writing system. These writing systems are taught to learners in first-semester Chinese and Japanese classes.

Tones are an essential part of Chinese pronunciation that learners often struggle to remember. To make them more
visually salient, Smart Subtitles color-codes the pinyin displayed according to tone, in addition to displaying the tone mark. The tone colorization scheme is taken from the Chinese through Tone and Color series [7], which has been adopted by popular online dictionaries for Chinese learners [17].

Navigation Features
To address interviewees’ desire for easy ways to review unfamiliar lines of dialogs, in our interface, clicking on a section of the dialog will seek the video to the start of that dialog.

Additionally, because prior work suggests that learners are able to comprehend videos better when they are able to navigate videos according to syntactically meaningful chunks of dialog [23], we enable easy seeking through the video based on dialog. The transcript is prominently shown, and can be navigated by pressing the up/down keys, scrolling, or clicking on lines of dialog, as shown in Figure 3. Users can also search the video for occurrences of particular words in the dialog.

IMPLEMENTATION
Smart Subtitles faces several implementation challenges, such as extracting subtitles from various videos, listing vocabulary words, and determining their definitions and romanizations. This section will discuss techniques for addressing these challenges.

Smart Subtitles are automatically generated from captions with the assistance of dictionaries and machine translation. Our implementation currently supports Chinese, Japanese, French, German, and Spanish, but support for other languages can easily be added if a bilingual dictionary is available.

The Smart Subtitles system is implemented as 2 main parts: a system that extract subtitles and captions from videos, and a web application that learners use to play interactive videos.

Extracting Subtitles from Videos
Our system takes digital text captions in either the SubRip [30] or Web Video Text Tracks (WebVTT) formats [27] as input. These are plain-text formats that specify the textual lines of dialog, along with their respective display times. Users can download these from various online services, such as Universal Subtitles. However, many possible sources of subtitles either do not come with timing information, or are in non-textual formats, so we have developed a subtitle extraction system so that Smart Subtitles can be used with a broader range of videos. An overview of the subtitle extraction process is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. An overview of the sources that the Smart Subtitles system can extract subtitles from, and what the process of subtitle extraction consists of for each source.
Extracting Subtitles from Untimed Transcripts

For many videos, a transcript is available, but the timing information stating when each line of dialog was said is unavailable. Examples include transcripts of lectures on sites such as OpenCourseWare and lyrics for music videos.

It is possible to add timing information to videos automatically based on speech recognition techniques, which is called forced alignment [12]. However, we found that existing software for doing forced alignment yields poor results on certain videos, particularly those with background noise.

Thus, to generate timing information, we wrote a timing annotation interface where an annotator views the video, and presses the down arrow key whenever a new line of dialog starts. We gather this data for several annotators to guard against errors, and use it to compute the timing information for the transcript, generating a WebVTT-format subtitle that we can then provide to the Smart Subtitles system.

Extracting Subtitles from Overlayed-Bitmap Formats

Overlayed-bitmap subtitles are pre-rendered versions of the text which are overlayed onto the video when playing. They consist of an index mapping time-ranges to the bitmap image which should be overlayed on top of the video at that time. This is the standard subtitle format used in DVDs, where it is called VobSub.

Because we cannot read text directly from the overlayed-bitmap images in DVDs, Smart Subtitles uses Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to extract the text out of each image. Then, it merges this with information about time ranges to convert them to the WebVTT subtitle format. Our implementation can use either the Microsoft OneNote [18] OCR engine, or the free Tesseract [24] OCR engine.

Extracting Subtitles from Hard-Subtitled Videos

Many videos come with hard subtitles, where the subtitle is baked into the video stream. Hard subtitles have the advantage that they can be displayed on any video player. However, hard subtitles have the disadvantage that they are non-removable. Additionally, hard subtitles are difficult to extract machine-readable text from, because the pixels representing the subtitle must first be isolated from the rest of the video, before we can apply OCR to obtain the text. Existing tools that perform this task, such as SubRip, are time-consuming, as they require the user to specify the color and location of each subtitle line in the video [30].

That said, hard-subtitled videos are ubiquitous, particularly online. Chinese-language dramas on popular video-streaming sites such as Youku are frequently hard-subtitled in Chinese. Thus, to allow Smart Subtitles to be used with hard-subtitled videos, we devised an algorithm which can identify and extract Chinese subtitles from hard-subtitled videos.

The hard-subtitle extraction problem is conceptually similar to the background removal problem in machine vision, which aims to isolate foreground objects from background images [16]. However, our hard-subtitle extraction algorithm differs from background-removal algorithms in that it explicitly takes advantage of a number of properties of subtitles, listed below:

- Subtitles in the same video are of the same color, with some variance due to compression artifacts.
- Subtitles in the same video are consistently shown in the same vertical region of the screen.
- The position of subtitles is static, so they do not move around and are not animated.
- Characters in the subtitle have many corners. This is a Chinese-specific assumption, owing to the graphical complexity of Chinese characters.

Our hard-subtitle extraction algorithm first attempts to determine the color of the subtitle. To do so, it first runs the Harris corner detector [10] on each frame of the video. Then, it computes a histogram of color values of pixels near corners, buckets similar color values, and considers the most frequent color to be the subtitle color. This approach works because Chinese characters contain many corners, so corners will be detected near the subtitle, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Next, the algorithm determines which region of the subtitle is displayed on the screen. Possible vertical regions are given scores according to how many of the pixels within them match the subtitle color and are near corners, across all video frames. A penalty is given to larger vertical areas, to ensure that it does not grow beyond the subtitle area. We consider the vertical region that scores the highest under this metric to be the subtitle area.

Next, the algorithm determines where each line of dialog in the subtitle starts and ends. For each frame, it considers the set of pixels within the subtitle area, which match the subtitle color, and are near the corners detected by the Harris corner detector. We will refer to such pixels as hot pixels. If the number of hot pixels in the frame is less than an eighth of the average number of hot pixels across all frames, then we consider there to not be any subtitle displayed in that frame. If the majority of hot pixels match those from the previous frame, then we consider the current frame to be a continuation of the line of dialog from the previous frame. Otherwise, the current frame is the start of a new line of dialog.

Next, we come up with a reference image for each line of dialog, by taking hot pixels which occur in the majority of frames in that line of dialog. This eliminates any moving pixels from the background, using our assumption that the subtitle text remain static on screen.

Next, we extract the text from the reference images generated for each line of dialog, via OCR. We merge adjacent lines of dialog for which the OCR engine detected the same text. We eliminate lines of dialog for which the OCR engine failed to detect text. Finally, we output the subtitle in WebVTT format.

The accuracy of our hard-subtitle extraction algorithm depends on the resolution of the video and the font of the subtitle. It generally works best on videos with 1280x720 or better resolution, and with subtitles that have distinct, thick outlines. The choice of OCR engine is also crucial. Using Tesseract in-
stead of OneNote more than tripled the character error rate, as Tesseract is less resilient to extraneous pixels in the input.

As an illustrative example, on a set of 4 high-resolution Chinese hard-subtitled 5-minute video clips, the algorithm recognized 80% of the dialog lines completely correctly. Overall, 95% of all characters were correctly recognized. 2% of the errors at the dialog line level were due to the algorithm missing the presence of a line of dialog, as the OCR engine often failed to recognize text on lines consisting of only a single character or two. The remaining dialog-level errors were due to characters that were misrecognized by OCR.

**Listing Vocabulary Words in a Line of Dialog**
The subtitles generated by our subtitle extractor provide us with the text of each line of dialog. For many languages, going from each line of dialog to the list of words it includes is fairly simple, since words are delimited by spaces and punctuation. For European languages supported by Smart Subtitles (French, Spanish, and German), the Smart Subtitles system lists vocabulary words in each line of dialog using the tokenizer included in the Natural Language Toolkit [3].

A particular issue which occurs with Chinese and Japanese is that the boundaries between words are not indicated in writing. To determine what words are present in each line of dialog in these languages, we instead use statistical word segmenters. We use the Stanford Word Segmenter [26] for Chinese, and JUMAN [15] for Japanese.

**Listing Word Definitions and Romanizations**
Now that we have determined what the words in each line of dialog are, we need to obtain word romanizations and definitions. These will be displayed when the user hovers over words in the dialog.

For languages such as Chinese that lack conjugation, the process of obtaining definitions and romanizations for words is simple: we look them up in a bilingual dictionary. The dictionary we use for Chinese is CC-CEDICT [17]. This dictionary provides a list of definitions and the pinyin for each word.

Obtaining definitions for a word is more difficult for languages that have extensive conjugation, such as Japanese. Bilingual dictionaries such as WWWJDIC [4], the dictionary we use for Japanese, only include information about the infinitive, unconjugated forms of verbs and adjectives. However, the words which result from segmentation will be fully conjugated, as opposed to being in the infinitive form. For example, the Japanese word meaning “ate” is 食べた [tabeta], but this word does not appear in the dictionary. Only the infinitive form “eat” 食べる [taberu] is present. In order to provide a definition, we need to perform stemming, which derives the infinitive form from a conjugated word. We use the stemming algorithm implemented in the Rikaikun Chrome extension [25] to perform stemming for Japanese.

For the other supported languages (French, German, and Spanish), instead of implementing additional stemming algorithms for each language, we instead observed that Wiktionary for these languages tends to already list the conjugated forms of words with a reference back to the original definitions. This problem is referred to as translation-sense disambiguation [1]. Smart Subtitles can optionally use translation-sense disambiguation to rank the word definitions displayed to users, putting more likely definitions of a word higher on the definition list. However, because the translation-sense disambiguation feature was not yet implemented at the time of our user study, users were instead shown word definitions ranked according to their overall frequency of usage as stated by the dictionary.

**Getting Translations for Full Lines of Dialog**
Translations for full lines of dialog are obtained from a subtitle track in the viewer’s native language, if it was provided to the program. For example, if we gave Smart Subtitles a Chinese-language DVD that contained both English and Chinese subtitles, then it would extract translations for each line of dialog from the English subtitles. Alternatively, if only a transcript was provided, and not a subtitle in the viewer’s native language, it relies on a machine translation service to obtain translations. Either Microsoft’s or Google’s translation service can be used.

**USER STUDY**
We evaluate Smart Subtitles with a within-subjects user study that compares the amount of vocabulary learned when watching videos with our system, to the amount of vocabulary learned when using dual English-Chinese subtitles. We wish to compare the effectiveness of our system in teaching vocabulary to dual subtitles, which are believed to be among the best ways to learn vocabulary while viewing videos [20].

**Materials**
We used a pair of 5-minute video clips, both taken from the drama 我是老師 (I am a Teacher). One clip is the first 5 minutes of the first episode of the drama, while the second clip is the next 5 minutes of the drama. The Chinese and English subtitles were automatically extracted from a DVD using our OCR-based subtitle extraction system.

**Participants**
Our study participants were 8 undergraduates enrolled in a third-semester Chinese class. None of the participants were from Chinese-speaking backgrounds. They stated in our pretest survey that they did not have extensive exposure to Chinese outside of the 3-semester class sequence. 4 of our participants were male, and 4 were female. Participants were paid $20 for participating in the hour-long study.

**Research Questions**
The questions our study sought to answer are:

- Will users learn more vocabulary using Smart Subtitles than with dual subtitles?
• Will viewing times differ between the tools?
• Will users’ enjoyment of the viewing experience differ between the tools?
• Will users’ self-assessed comprehension differ between the tools?
• Will summaries users write about the clips after viewing them differ in quality between the tools?
• Which of the features of Smart Subtitles will users find helpful and actually end up using?

Procedure

Viewing Conditions

Half of the participants saw the first clip with dual subtitles and the second with Smart Subtitles, while the other half saw the first clip with Smart Subtitles and the second with dual subtitles. For the dual subtitles condition we used the KM-Player video player, showing English subtitles on top and Chinese on the bottom. For the Smart Subtitles condition we used our software.

Before participants started watching each clip, we informed them that they would be given a vocabulary quiz afterwards, as well as that they should attempt to learn vocabulary in the clip while watching the video. We also showed them how to use the video viewing tool during a minute-long familiarization session on a separate clip before each session. Participants were told they could watch the clip for as long as they needed, pausing and rewinding as they desired.

Vocabulary Quiz

After a participant finished watching a clip, we evaluated vocabulary learning via an 18-question free-response vocabulary quiz, with two types of questions. One type of question, shown in Figure 5, provided a word that had appeared in the video clip and asked participants to provide an English definition for the word. The other type of question, shown in Figure 6, provided a word that had appeared in the video clip and the context it had been used in, and asked participants to provide an English definition for the word.

![Figure 5. Vocabulary quiz question asking for the definition of a word from the video, without providing the context it had appeared in.](image)

![Figure 6. Vocabulary quiz question asking for the definition of a word from the video, providing the context it had appeared in.](image)

We measured the number of new words learned as the number of correctly defined words, excluding words that participants had marked as previously known. As shown in Figure 7, learners correctly answered more questions and correctly defined more new words when using Smart Subtitles than with dual subtitles. There was no significant difference in the number of words defined (t=5, df=7, p < 0.005) when using Smart Subtitles.

Quality ratings of summaries viewers wrote did not differ significantly between the tools. Viewers’ self-assessed enjoyment did not differ significantly between the tools. Viewers’ self-assessed comprehensibility did not differ significantly between the tools. Quality ratings of summaries viewers wrote did not differ significantly between the tools. Users made extensive use of both the word-level translations and the dialog-navigation features of Smart Subtitles, and described these as helpful.

Vocabulary Learning

Since the vocabulary quiz answers were done in free-response format, a third-party native Chinese speaker was asked to mark the learners’ quiz answers as being either correct or incorrect. The grader was blind as to which condition or which learner the answer was coming from.

We measured the number of new words learned as the number of correctly defined words, excluding words that participants had marked as previously known. As shown in Figure 7, learners correctly answered more questions and correctly defined more new words when using Smart Subtitles. A t-test shows that there were significantly more questions correctly answered (t=3.49, df=7, p < 0.05) and new words correctly defined (t=5, df=7, p < 0.005) when using Smart Subtitles. There was no significant difference in the number of words reported as known beforehand in each condition.

Although we did not evaluate pronunciation directly, Smart Subtitles’ display of pinyin appeared to bring additional attention towards the vocabulary pronunciations. In our vocabulary quizzes, we gave the participants a synthesized pronunciation of the word, in the event that they did not recog-
nize the Chinese characters. We opted to provide a synthesized pronunciation, as opposed to the pinyin directly, as they would not have been exposed to pinyin in the Dual Subtitles condition. This, predictably, allowed participants to correctly define a few additional words in both conditions. That said, there was a slightly increased level of gain in the Smart Subtitles condition when pronunciation was provided, with an additional 1.1 words correctly answered on average, than in the Dual Subtitles condition, with an additional .3 words correctly answered on average.

We attribute this to certain participants focusing more attention on the pronunciation, and less on the Chinese characters, in the Smart Subtitles condition. Indeed, one participant remarked during the vocab quiz for Dual Subtitles that she recognized some of the new words only visually and did not recall their pronunciations. We unfortunately did not ask participants to provide pronunciations for words, only definitions, so we cannot establish whether this held across participants.

Viewing Times
As shown in Figure 8, viewing times did not differ significantly between either of the two 5-minute clips, or between the tools. Viewing times were between 10-12 minutes for each clip, in either condition. During the user study, we observed that users of Smart Subtitles would often review the vocabulary in the preceding few lines of the video clip by utilizing the interactive transcript, whereas users of Dual Subtitles would often over-seek backwards when reviewing, and would lose some time as they waited for the subtitle to appear. Thus, the dialog-based navigation feature appears to have saved enough time in the Smart Subtitles condition to balance out any additional time spent using the interactive vocabulary learning features.

Self-Assessment Results
As shown in Figure 9, responses indicated that learners considered it easier to learn new words with Smart Subtitles, \((t=3.76, \text{df}=7, p < 0.005)\), and rated their understanding of the videos as similar in both cases. The viewing experience with Smart Subtitles was rated to be slightly more enjoyable on average \((t=1.90, \text{df}=7, p=0.08)\). Free-form feedback suggests that viewers’ increased perceived ability to follow the original Chinese dialog contributed to the enjoyability of Smart Subtitles.

Summary Quality Ratings
After watching each video, participants wrote a summary describing the clip they had seen. To evaluate the quality of these summaries, we hired 5 Chinese-English bilingual raters to rate the summaries. The raters were hired from the oDesk contracting site, and were paid $15 apiece. Raters were first asked to view the clips, and write a summary in English to show that they had viewed and understood the clips. Then, we presented them the summaries written by students in random order. For each summary, we indicated which clip was being summarized, but the raters were blind as to which condition the student had viewed the clip under. Raters were asked to rate on a scale of 1 (worst) to 7 (best):

- From reading the summary, how much does the student seem to understand this clip overall?
- How many of the major points of this clip does this summary cover?
- How correct are the details in this summary of this clip?
- How good a summary of this clip do you consider this to be overall?
studies are needed to assess this system’s overall effectiveness. Although our pilot study shows promising results, further studies are needed to determine whether this video-viewing approach can be used by novices with no prior exposure to the language, or whether novices require additional scaffolding.

Study Limitations
Although our pilot study shows promising results, further studies are needed to assess this system’s overall effectiveness for long-term language learning. In particular, because vocabulary quizzes were administered immediately after viewing the 5-minute clips, this study tests only short-term vocabulary retention. Additionally, as we asked on learners to self-report whether they had previously known words, instead of using a pre-test, this could have led to measurement errors. Our participants were also limited to intermediate-level learners who had taken a year of courses, so further studies are needed to determine whether this video-viewing approach can be used by novices with no prior exposure to the language, or whether novices require additional scaffolding.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented Smart Subtitles, an interactive video viewer which features vocabulary definitions on hover and dialog-based video navigation to help language learners learn vocabulary while watching videos. They can be automatically generated from common sources of videos and subtitles, such as DVDs.

Our pilot study found that intermediate-level learners correctly defined more new words in a vocabulary quiz administered after viewing, when viewing with Smart Subtitles compared to dual Chinese-English subtitles. They spent the same amount of time viewing, and rated their comprehension and enjoyment of the video as similarly high. Independent ratings of summaries written by participants further confirm that comprehension levels when using Smart Subtitles match those when using dual subtitles.

Although OCR and machine translation allow Smart Subtitles to be automatically generated for a large body of content, we will need a means to correct errors from these systems, or generate transcripts from scratch if no transcript sources are available. We can address this by maintaining an online database of transcripts that have been corrected by users in a wiki-like fashion, and using video fingerprinting to automatically fetch the appropriate transcript when viewing videos.

Much work can still be done in the area of incorporating multimedia into learning. Our current Smart Subtitles system focuses on written vocabulary learning while watching dramas and movies. However, we believe that augmenting video can also benefit other aspects of language learning. For example, we could incorporate visualizations to help teach grammar and sentence patterns, and speech synthesis to help teach pronunciation. We could also pursue further gains in vocabulary learning and comprehension, by dynamically altering the video playback rate, or by adding quizzes into the video to ensure that the user is continuing to pay attention.

Other multimedia forms can likewise benefit from interfaces geared towards language learning, though each form comes with its own unique challenges. For example, the current Smart Subtitles system can easily be used with existing music videos and song lyrics. However, the system would be even more practical for music if we could remove the need for an interactive display, and simply allow the user to learn while listening to the music. Multimedia that is naturally interactive, such as Karaoke, likewise presents interesting opportu-
nities for making boring tasks, such as practicing pronunciation, more interesting to learners.

We hope our work leads to a future where people can learn foreign languages more enjoyably by being immersed in foreign multimedia, while reducing the effort that needs to be dedicated towards making the material education-friendly.
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